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In regards to NDIS dealing with system is miserable and painful journey and you can’t move on 
and participant is stuck especially for high level of needs like my son not able advocate for himself 

and I have to advocate on behalf. The system creates more issues than resolving. NDIS make me 
and my family members so depressed and without no hope for improvement as service delivery is 

very poor, very expensive regardless NDIS price list., in reality there is no choice and control what 
was promised by political party who created this systemic mess. A bunch of political leaders come 

with great idea and concept seem to be great idea but when it comes to participant level is 
systematic failure. So the system is still promoting the success but for me and many others is 

failure. I do not feel I can have a choice to choose good cares as service providers still hold the 
choice and power. It is pure insurance based system that put money first and humans last. As a 

mother of severe disabled son I do not want this system to use disabled people for insurance 
purpose. So my son became a insurance number to make money. The system is waisting tax 

payers money including my husbands. The marketing of NDIS is up to level of perfection and we 
can see promotion after promotion without any outcome. It might work for people who can 

advocate for themselves but for my severe disabled son is miserable and painful journey. When 
You politicians will accept the responsibility of fake and failure system and work hard to fix it 

otherwise in few years time we will face systems collapse like Medicare and Centrelink . Ask 
yourself do you want to be responsible for future economic crisis in Australia. I hope you will read 

and think � about my words and have a deep consusness because this NDIS system is look like a 
knaife that is deep in my heart that I cannot get away. Tell me Dearest Politicians who created this 

monster system. Please let me know about the outcome of this submission. 


